Anyone interested in water management issues faced by dye houses is cordially invited to attend this forum. Intended for practitioners, the forum will help businesses share information, learn more about the support available, and consider any collaborative actions which might assist the sector as a whole.

DATE: 29 May 2008
TIME: 2 pm – 5pm
LOCATION: 514.01.001, Building 514
RMIT Brunswick Campus
25 Dawson Street,
Brunswick

CHARGE: Nil

RSVP by: 23 May 2008
RSVP to: Dean Mason, Project Manager
Ph: 9398 6262
Email: dean.mason@enakt.com

PROGRAM

1. Welcome

2. Operators Speak – several dye houses will talk about their recent experiences with various cleaning, recycling and waste management technologies and practices.

3. Expert Panel – a panel of experts will present their perspectives on water management.
   Experts include:
   - Isabelle Higgins, Chemical and Environmental Engineer with JJC Engineering
   - Nigel Corby, Coordinator, Cleaner Production Solutions
   - Aleksy Bogusiak, Program Manager – Regional Infrastructure Development, Regional Development Victoria.

4. Afternoon tea

5. Action Agenda workshop – a brief workshop session to identify what dye houses might do collaboratively to make greater gains in reduction of water consumption and waste.

The Dye House Cluster is an initiative of the Textile and Design Specialist Centre, RMIT School of Fashion & Textiles.